Wonderland Label

Riverside/Wonderland 1400/2400 Children's Records:

RLP 1401 - Grandpa Magic's Toyshop - Ed Wynn [1959]

RLP 1402 - Grandpa Magic's Holiday Parade - Ed Wynn [1959]


RLP 1404 - Songs Children Sing: France – Bob & Louise DeCormier [1959]


RLP 1406 monaural, 2406 stereo – Alice In Wonderland – Cyril Richard [1959]

RLP 1407 - Grandpa Magic's Fire Engine - Ed Wynn [1959]

RLP 1408 - Grandpa Magic's Big Train - Ed Wynn [1959]

RLP 1409 monaural, 2409 stereo – Alec Templeton Plays and Sings Mother Goose Songs – Alec Templeton [1959] Reissue of Judson J 3024. The Clock on the Wall/Old King Cole/Little Boy Blue/The Queen of Hearts/Sing a Song of Sixpence/Tom, Tom/Georgie Porgie/Solomon Grundy/Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat/Cocks Crow in the Morn/Where Are You Going, My Pretty Maid?/The Crooked Man/Poor Robin/Christmas is Coming/Ride a Cock Horse/Jack and Jill/To Market, To Market/Simple Simon/Humpty Dumpty/There Was a Little Girl/The Greedy Man/Mary, Mary/London Bridge/Goosey Goosey Gander/Little Bo Peep/Mary Had a little Lamb/Little Jack Horner/Little Miss Muffet/Barber, Barber/Ba, ba Black Sheep/Hickory Dickory Dock/The Cat and the Fiddle/Old Mother Hubbard/Old MacDonald/Two Cats from Kilkenny/I Love Little Pussy/Cock-a-Doodle Doo/Plum Pudding/Jack Sprat/There Was an Old Woman/Little Robin, Red Breast/Rock-a-Bye, Baby/The Clock on the Wall


RLP 1411 - Songs Children Sing: Germany - Bob & Louise DeCormier [1960]

RLP 1412 - Songs Children Sing: Italy - Bob & Louise DeCormier [1960]


RLP 1414 monaural, 2414 stereo - Paul Bunyan And Other Tall Tales – Tom Scott and Will Rogers Jr. [1960]

RLP 1415 – The Elephant Alphabet and Other Songs and Rhymes for Children - Sterling Holloway [1960]
RLP 1416 - Grandpa Magic at Coney Island - Ed Wynn [1960]

RLP 1417 - Grandpa Magic's Sports Car Race - Ed Wynn [1960]


RLP 1419 - Everybody Sing Volume 2 For Juniors – Oscar Brand, Bob Gibson, Ed McCurdy, Peggy Seeger, Paul Clayton, Milt Okun and others [1960] Lumberman’s Alphabet – Paul Clayton/Buffalo Skinners – Paul Clayton/others


RLP 1421 - Everybody Sing: International Folk Songs Volume 4 - Bob Gibson, Cynthia Gooding, Hillel & Aviva, Luc Poret, Geoffrey Holder, The DeCormiers and Others [1960]

RLP 1422 - More Selections from Alice in Wonderland - Cyril Richard [1960] Mock Turtle’s Story/Advice From a Caterpillar

RLP 1423 – Folk Songs For Little Cowboys – Bob Gibson, Paul Clayton, Ed McCurdy, Oscar Brand, Milt Okun, Merrick Jarrett and others [1960] Poor Lonesome Cowboy/Billy the Kid/Abeline/Lilly of the West/others


RLP 1426 - Honky Tonk For Little Rascals - Slugger Ryan (Bill Baird) [1960] Ragtime Favorites


RLP 1428 - Tales of Great Americans/American Indian Legends - Irene Wicker [1960] Washington/Lincoln/Franklin/American Indian Lore

RLP 1429 - It's Nice To Be Nice - Nadine Lewis [1960] Company/Travel/Bathtime/Pets/Morning/Party/Bedtime/Playtime/School/Spending the Night/Shopping/Bathroom
RLP 1430 - Marcella, The Chicken That Sang Opera - Little Davis And Cucuhead [1960]

RLP 1431 - Alice's Adventures In Wonderland 1 - Cyril Ritchard [1961] Down the Rabbit Hole Chapter 1//Pool of Tears Chapter 2

RLP 1432 - Alice's Adventures In Wonderland 2 - Cyril Ritchard [1961] A Caucus Race Chapter 3//A Long Tale The Rabbit Sends In a Little Bill Chapter 4

RLP 1433 - Cinderella And Other Fairy Tales - Ireene Wicker [1961] Cinderella/Rumpelstiltskin/Snow White & the 7 Dwarfs/Sleeping Beauty

RLP 1434 monaural, 2434 stereo - Tale of Peter Rabbit - Vivian Leigh [1962] Peter Rabbit/Squirrel Nutkin/Tailor of Gloucester/2 Bad Mice/Benjamin Bunny

RLP 1435 monaural, 2435 stereo - A Child's Introduction To Jazz - Julian Adderley [1961] From earliest days to present, illustrated by Armstrong, Morton, Beiderbecke, Monk, Adderley, etc. A Child's Introduction to Jazz/A Child's Introduction to Jazz

RLP 1436 - A Child's Introduction To Folk - Ed McCurdy with Oscar Brand, Jean Ritchie and Bob Gibson [1961] Historical & fictional characters such as Billy the Kid & John Henry.

RLP 1437 - Rumpelstiltskin and Snow White & the Seven Dwarfs - Ireene Wicker [1961]


RLP 1439 - A Child's Introduction to Ballet - Moira Shearer [1961]

RLP 1440 – Jonah and the Whale and the Story of Noah's Ark - Ralph Richardson and Robert Morley [1961]

RLP 1441 - Peter Pan & Thumbelina - Various Artists [1961]

RLP 1442 - House at Pooh Corner and Now We are Six - Ian Carmichael & Dick Bentley [1961]


RLP 1444 monaural, 2444 stereo - A Child's Introduction To Sunday - Collegiate Chorale [1961]

RLP 1445 monaural, 2445 stereo - A Child's Introduction To Patriotism - Collegiate Chorale [1961]

RLP 1446 - Treasure Island - Donald Wolfit [1961]


RLP 1449 - A Child's Introduction To Mozart - London Sinfonia Orchestra [1961]

RLP 1451 - Ali Baba And Sinbad The Sailor - Cyril Ornadel & Dick Bentley [1961]

RLP 1452 – Tom Glazer Sings for and with Children - Tom Glazer [1961] Reissue of Washington WLP 301. Jimmie Crack Corn/Jennie Jenkins/Skip to My Lou/Fox/Put Your Finger in the Air/Hush Little Baby/Pick a Bale/Names/Come On and Join Into the Game/Little Bitty Baby/Now, Now, Now/Frog/So Long


RLP 1454 - Sometime-Anytime - Donald McKayle [1961] Reissue of Washington WLP 303. Parade/Stuff/Watching Things Go By/Gingerbread Man/Red Wagon/Squirrel/Lunch in the Yard/Wiggle-Fidget/Not Quite Sure/Tree House/Limb of a Bright Blue Tree/Balloon/Please/Rocking Chair/Quite a Day/Rooster With a Purple Head

RLP 1455 - Alice in Wonderland, Volume 3 - Cyril Ritchard [1961] Advice from a Caterpillar Chapter 5///Pig and Pepper Chapter 6

RLP 1456 - Alice in Wonderland, Volume 4 - Cyril Ritchard [1961] A Mad Tea Party Chapter 7///The Queen's Croquet Ground Chapter 8

RLP 1457 monaural, 2457 stereo - Tale of Benjamin Bunny - Vivien Leigh [1961]


RLP 1459 – A Child's Introduction To Sex - Milton Levine & Rae [1962]

RLP 1460 - Alice's Adventures In Wonderland, Volume 5 - Cyril Ritchard [1961] The Mock Turtle's Story Chapter 9///The Lobster Quadrille Chapter 10


RLP 1463 monaural, 2463 stereo - Child's Introduction To Square Dancing - Piute Pete & His Famous Freedomland Band [1962] 10 dances & play parties, with bound in instructions & diagrams.


RLP 1465 - Songs Children Sing-Israel - Tom Glazer [1962]

RLP 1466 - Young People's Introduction Beethoven - Norman Rose [1962]

RLP 1467 – Tom Glazer’s Second Concert For and with Children - Tom Glazer [1962]

RLP 1468 - Play Along Sounds - No Artist Given [1962] Live sounds to create stimulating background for imaginative play.

RLP 1469 - First Christmas - Dame Edith Evans [1962]

RLP 1470 - Carnival of the Animals - Baranova, Stehli Orchestra [1962]

RLP 1471 - Goldilocks and The Three Bears - Jean Metcalfe [1962]
RLP 1472 - Snow White and Rose Red - Barbara Leigh & H. Harvey [1962]
RLP 1473 - Daddy Long Legs - Anna Massey [1962]
RLP 1475 - Nursery Rhymes - Michael Sammes [1962]
RLP 1476 - Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck - Vivien Leigh [1962]
RLP 1477 - Young Peoples Introduction to Mozart - Norman Rose [1962]
RLP 1478 - Young Peoples Introduction to Tchaikovsky - Norman Rose [1962]
RLP 1479 - Young Peoples Introduction to Liszt - Norman Rose [1962]
RLP 1480 - Young Peoples Introduction to Chopin - Norman Rose [1962]
RLP 1481 - Young Peoples Introduction to Mendelsohn - Norman Rose [1962]
RLP 1482 - Young Peoples Introduction to Schubert - Norman Rose [1962]
RLP 1483 - Young Peoples Introduction to Brahms - Norman Rose [1962]
1484
RLP 1485 – A Child’s Introduction To Life In India And Indonesia - Cristobel Weerasinghe [1963]
RLP 1487 - Music From Many Lands - No Artists Given [1963]
RLP 1488 - Young Peoples Introduction to Schumann - Norman Rose [1963]
RLP 1489 - Young Peoples Introduction to Hydyn - Norman Rose [1963]
RLP 1490 - Young Peoples Introduction to Bach - Norman Rose [1963]
RLP 1491 - Young Peoples Introduction to Debussy - Norman Rose [1963]
RLP 1492 – Songs Children Sing in Latin America – Tom Glazer [1963]
RLP 1493 – A Child’s Introduction to Life in Spain and Brasil – Beryl Berney [1963]
RLP 1494 – A Child’s Introduction to Life in Japan and Burma – Christobel Weerasinghe [1963]
RLP 1495 – A Child’s Introduction to Great Inventors Volume 1, Henry Ford - Eve Carey [1963]
RLP 1496 - A Child’s Introduction to Going to School – Tossi Aaron [1963]

**Riverside/Wonderland 3400 Children’s Series:**

The original intention as announced in Billboard in 1963 of this series was to have LP’s on Atomic Energy, Space, Geology, Anthropology, Archaeology, Anatomy and Medical Science, whether these albums were ever released is unknown.

RLP 3401 - Child's Intro to the Automobile and the Airplane - Barrett Clark [1962]
RLP 3402 - Child's Intro to Atomic Energy and Outer Space - Barrett Clark [1962]
**300 Series:**

Wonderland was sold to A.A. Records sometime in 1963. This series had no connection to Riverside. It is included only for completeness.

WLP 301 – Theme from Star Trek and Planet of the Apes – The Jeff Wayne Space Shuttle [197?]Star Trek Theme/Planet of the Apes Theme/Batman Theme/Superman Theme

WLP 302 – A Merry Geoffrey Christmas – Tom Cipolla [1975] Geoffrey’s Christmas Tree/Geoffrey and His Christmas Snow Machine/Geoffrey’s Christmas Dream/’Twas the Night Before Christmas

WLP 303 – A Young People’s Introduction to Great American Speeches – Barret Clark and John Dirks [1976] Speeches by Henry, Washington, Lincoln, Webster, Wilson and FDR.

WLP 304

WLP 305


WLP 307 – Debbie Weems sings Songs from Captain Kangaroo – Debbie Weems [1976]


WLP 309 – Baretta – Various Artists [1977]

WLP 310 – Emergency – Various Artists [1977]

WLP 311 - *Muskat Love/Theme from Rock* - **Wonderland Singers and Orchestra** [1977]


WLP 313 – Theme from Star Wars – Wonderland Space Shuttle [1977] Theme from Star Wars/Rocket Man/Theme from the Six Million Dollar Man/Beyond the Outer Limits/Starlight/The from star trek/Them from 2001/Space race/Theme from the Bionic Woman/Theme from Superman

**5000 Series:**